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Welcome to Design Modules of Advance Design 2021.1
GRAITEC is very pleased to present the latest version of design modules of Advance Design 2021.1.

The GRAITEC Advance Design Modules (previously known as Advance BIM Designers modules) is a collection
of advanced apps for automating structural design aiming to detail BIM workflows and to produce the technical
documentation.
This Update 1 to the 2021 version of design modules of Advance Design is enhanced with new functionalities
and improvements with high benefits for the end-user. It is articulated around a few main subjects:



Performance – increasing the speed of loading, calculations, and generating of drawings.



Improvements for ease of use – easier input of data thanks to a clear interface for reinforcement
assumptions and thanks to improvements to presentations on views.



Improvements requested by users – changes important in everyday work, as presenting more
results in the Info panel, possibility for using double angles for gusset steel connections, or
calculations according to the Slovak national appendixes to Eurocode



Improvements to steel connection drawings – easier and faster modification of drawing
components for steel connections

This version of design modules also comes with many smaller improvements and adjustments following the
feedback received from thousands of users worldwide and brings also a big number of corrections of known
problems.
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New Options & Improvements – General
The Update 1 to design modules of Advance Design 2021 brings many novelties and improvements to Concrete
and Steel design modules. Please find below the list of main general new options and improvements that are
common to all design modules of Advance Design.

Unification of brand names
Main features & benefits:
 Unified name of modules operating in Advance Design ecosystems
To increase the consistency of the software portfolio and simplify user understanding, GRAITEC continues to
unify software brand names. Therefore, with the 2021.1 version, Advance BIM Designer modules are rebranded
into Design modules of Advance Design.
Design modules of

For example, a former Advance BIM Designers RC Footing module it is now simply called as the RC footing
module of Advance Design.
This rule applies also to the names of all modules running as standalone, which are now called:
o Advance Design RC Beam
o Advance Design RC Column
o Advance Design RC Footing
o Advance Design RC Wall
o Advance Design Steel Connection
Accordingly, all the related names of folders, messages, commands, graphics, or icons have been changed
respectively.

Note. The rebranding does not affect any functionality or behavior of the software

Speed improvement
Main features & benefits:
 A great increase in working comfort.
 Significant shortening of the time of generating drawings.
One of the most important changes introduced with this update of design modules is the increase in
performance. Thanks to optimization in many areas, there are significantly reduced times of starting modules,
loading projects, calculations, and, above all, generation of drawings.
Operations such as opening a module, loading a project, or calculation is 2 times faster than in the 2021
version. The increase in speed is even greater for the generation of drawings. All this makes daily work,
especially with the frequent generation of drawings, much more efficient.
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Let's compare the loading times of the project, calculation, and drawing generation for 2 examples.
Example 1 - single-span beam

2020
2021
2021.1

Loading
3s
2s
1s

Calculations
3s
3s
1s

Drawing
10 s
6s
2s

Loading
10 s
4s
2s

Calculations
7s
6s
3s

Drawing
29 s
14 s
5s

Example 2 – complex 4-span beam

2020
2021
2021.1

Note: The time is influenced by the performance of the computer.

Several other improvements have also been made to further increase work comfort. One of them is the
optimization of the view refreshing mechanism, thanks to which the transition between different windows is now
very smooth.
Another improvement related to drawing that increases the work comfort is the automatic quick update of an
existing one. This means that for the element for which the drawing has already been generated, after any
change of the element (e.g. change of reinforcement as a result of recalculation) and after switching back to the
drawing, only the changed elements are regenerated. This means that the changed drawing is available almost
immediately.

Commands for Opening/Restoring/Purging the user data folder
Main features & benefits:
 Better control over the location of configuration files
A new User Folder group of option has been added to the File menu, which is available when we run design
modules as a standalone application. It contains three new commands that are used for managing the content
of the User Folder – a folder on a disc that contains settings and templates used by design modules.
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There are three commands:
o

Open User Folder
It simply opens the User Folder in Explorer (C:\Users\<user name>\AppData\Local\Graitec\Advance
Design modules\2021.1). This is very useful because the user folders are hidden by default by
Windows.

o

Restore default settings
This command restores the entire folder to the state as it was after the program installation. Thus, all
settings and templates are restored to their default state. The previous content of the User Folder is
saved and is available in the folder with _Backup and the date of copying in the name.

o

Purge User Folder
As the archived folders take up a lot of disk space, we can use this command to delete all user folders
that have been archived (with _Backup in their name). Only the current user folder is left.

Slovakia localization
Main features & benefits:
 Settings and calculations for the Slovak market
The Slovakia localization can be now selected using the Localization settings of design modules of Advance
Design:
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The selection of the country has an impact on used databases (soil database, reinforcement bars database,
wire fabrics database), templates (report templates, drawing templates), and other general settings (like
currency or units).
In the case of selection of the Slovak national appendixes to standards, then design settings and calculations
follow the provisions from the corresponding NA to Eurocode (like STN EN1992-1-1/NA for the reinforcement
concrete calculation).

Improvements to export loads to Excel
Main features & benefits:
 Easier edition of load values using the Excel spreadsheet
When exporting a list with load values to Excel, the values in the cells no longer contain units but only the
values. The units are now displayed on headers of columns. This change makes it much easier to edit the load
values with the use of an Excel sheet.

Reduction in memory allocation
Main features & benefits:
 Reduce the amount of computer memory used
For projects with a big number of load combinations, especially in the case of calculating projects with a group
of RC footings, the amount of computer memory used has been reduced significantly. This optimization makes it
much easier to analyze projects containing many thousands of load combinations.
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Adding user dimensions to drawings
Main features & benefits:
 Increase the editing of drawings by adding user dimensional lines
When editing drawings, two new commands are available in the context menu: Measure Distance and Add
Dimension.

The Measure Distance command allows you to quickly and easily measure the distance between any two points
in the drawing. During the measurement, you can enable or disable the ortho mode and select the type of units model scale or paper scale.

The Add Dimension command allows you to quickly and easily add a dimension line between any two points in
the drawing. These lines are generated on the scale of the model, using the same style as other dimension
lines. In addition, if a dimension line is created in ortho mode and both measured points are not on the same
horizontal or vertical line, then you can additionally choose whether to show the horizontal or vertical component
of the distance between these points.
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New Options & Improvements – RC Modules
The Update 1 to design modules of Advance Design 2021 brings many new options and improvements to the
Reinforced Concrete modules. Please find below the list of main new options and improvements.

Improvements to views
Main features & benefits:
 New options for easy viewing of model and reinforcement

To make every day easier some improvements have been made to the graphical presentation of the RC views,
including a possibility for hiding a formwork from 3D views and a possibility for changing a render mode on 3D
views.


A new Show/Hide formwork command is available on the quick command panel on 3D viewers of RC
modules.

It allows for quick hiding of the formwork of the element, which is especially useful for verification of the
generated reinforcement.

Formwork is visible


A new Flat render mode command is available on the quick command panel on views of RC modules.
For 2D views, it has replaced the ‘Realistic render mode’ while on 3D views both modes are available.

This flat render mode makes the reinforcement views clearer.
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Formwork is hidden
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Improvements to displaying loads
Main features & benefits:
 More readable and configurable display of loads
The mechanism of displaying loads on the views has been significantly improved. Among the many
improvements, the following can be mentioned:


A new Arrange loads on layers option is available on the quick command panel on viewers of RC
Beam and RC Wall modules.

It allows for selecting one of two display modes:
o

Loads on a single level:

o

Loads on a multiple levels:
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Loads defined of finished ground can now be displayed on the elevation and 3D view of RC Footing
module



Double click on the load on views opens the specific dialog for defining loads.



Automatic hiding overlapping labels of loads, which might increase the clarity of views, especially when
zooming out the view.

Zoom in
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Zoom out



Possibility for hiding loads by the load value criteria thanks to two new options in the Visibility Settings
dialog. New options toggle the visibility of punctual and distributed loads separately, based on the
specified intensity threshold. It is especially useful for graphical viewing of loads for elements imported
from the FEM model, when there may be many load cases for which individual forces are
minor/secondary.



A new Hide load labels unit option in the Visibility Settings dialog that toggles the visibility of load label
units.
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Update of the Reinforcement Assumptions dialog
Main features & benefits:
 Easier input of calculation assumptions with a clear interface
The layout of the Reinforcement Assumption dialog windows has been updated for the RC Column, RC Wall,
and RC Footing modules. Now it has the same layout as, for example, geometry dialogs, which means that the
selection of main options is located on a tree menu on the left, the middle part is used for entering parameters,
while explanatory pictures are located on the right. Thanks to this defining and changing parameters are easier
and faster.

Info panel improvements
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Main features & benefits:
 Increase control over the results by displaying more outputs in the Info panel

The content of the info panel for the RC Beam, RC Column, and RC Footing module has been supplemented
with additional types of results.
RC Beam
 A new column for presenting the Minimal reinforcement areas.
 A single row with results for the top longitudinal reinforcement for the critical section has been split
into three new lines:
o Longitudinal top left - results for the top longitudinal reinforcement on the left support
o Longitudinal top right - results for the top longitudinal reinforcement on the right support
o Longitudinal top critical - results for the top longitudinal reinforcement on the point where the
theoretical reinforcement area is maximum. This line is displayed only if this point is not located
on the left or right support.

RC Column
 A set of Buckling parameters for two perpendicular directions (XOZ, YOZ). Bucking parameters are
presented on three new lines:
o Buckling coefficient
o Buckling length
o Slenderness


A single row with results for longitudinal reinforcement for the critical section (located either on the top
or the bottom) has been replaced by two separate lines:
o Longitudinal top - data for reinforcement calculation at top of the column
o Longitudinal bottom - data for reinforcement calculation at bottom of the column

RC Footing
 A new Punching line that shows results for the punching verification for the critical combination.
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RC Column – Improvement to the definition of multiple stirrups
Main features & benefits:
 Full control over the selection of the transverse reinforcement layout in both directions of the column
In order to allow you to select any arrangement of transverse bars in rectangular and square column crosssection, the mechanism for configuring such bars has been modified. Thanks to these different types of multiple
stirrup configurations separately for both directions are possible.
The choice of a configuration is available in the Edit rebar window on the Transverse reinforcement tab.

On the Configuration list, a new Multiple links option is available. It can be selected when there are 4 or more
longitudinal bars on at least one of the sides. When it is selected, then using lists Along a and Along b (lists for
choosing the type of transversal bars for a given direction) we can get one of five possible cases for each
direction:
o No additional transversal bars (None)
o Stirrups
o Pins
o Links
o Multiple links
Pins and Stirrups can be defined if there are 3 or more longitudinal bars, while Links and Multiple links can be
defined if there are 4 or more longitudinal bars. In the case, if the Multiple links is selected in one of the
directions, then it is not possible to select it on the second direction.
Thanks to this parameterization, it is possible to easily set different configurations for both directions. See the
example with possible five configurations for one of directions, in the case of 4 longitudinal bars:

Note:

If the reinforcement was previously calculated, it is recommended to run Verification after modifying the
reinforcement in the Edit rebar window to check whether the new transverse reinforcement configuration meets the
shear conditions.
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RC Beam – New drawing styles for multiple span beams
Main features & benefits:
 Quick and easy generation of drawings for entire multi-span beams
During the generation of drawings for multi-span beams, new templates can now be used for presentation on
one sheet of the entire beam. For this purpose, three new styles have been added to the list of existing ones,
differing in the number of cross-sections generated for each bay. In order to better differentiate the styles, a note
'per span' has been added to the name of previously existed styles.

Note: The number and naming of available drawing styles depends on the localization.

On the property list of the sheet three new options for configuring new templates for multi-span beams have
been added.
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Note:

To create your own style of multi-span beams, and to make the above properties available, an example with a
single-span beam should first prepare.

The Multiply sections defined in style for all spans option is used during the process of applying drawing style. If
checked, then all defined sections for the single span beam will be generated for all the spans in the model.
The remaining two options (Auto-align… and Auto-arrange…) are used for deciding how sections will be placed
along the entire length of the beam elevation layout. Aligning sections in 1 line could be useful when the number
of sections and number of spans is relatively small (left picture below), while arranging spans in several lines is
a default method useful especially in cases of many sections and spans (right picture below).

RC Footing - New options for continuous footing (for Poland)
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility for verification of pure concrete continuous footings
A new Pure concrete design option is available on the Design Assumption dialog in the case if the Polish
national appendix to the EC2 is selected.

After activating this option, the continuous footing is considered as unreinforced. This type of foundation is
sometimes used when designing foundations for masonry walls.
During calculation it is checked if the footing height is bigger than the minimum height which would allow relying
on the pure concrete to resist the loads (due to shear and bending for pure concrete).
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If the footing height is smaller than needed, then a suitable warning is displayed that suggests either increasing
the footing height or changing the calculation to reinforced footing.
For this foundation type only the constructive reinforcement cage is generated under the wall (the same
reinforcement cage is generated for Calculate and Constructive Dispositions).
In case the Preliminary sizing the calculated height limit is imposed if the defined height is smaller.

Updated element templates and drawing styles for Poland
Main features & benefits:
 Better adaptation to the Polish market
Updated element templates and new drawing templates are available for the Poland localization.
The existing templates for the Beam, Column and Footing module have been updated to fit better default
parameters for the Polish market. In addition, there are new templates for continuous footing available – one for
concrete and one for reinforcement concrete continuous footings.
The list of drawing templates has been updated and now contains separate dwt drawing templates for
generating color or black and white drawings.
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Miscellaneous improvements
The Update 1 to design modules of Advance Design 2021 includes also a big number of other improvements
and bug fixes. Below is a list with selected improvements.
o

RC Footing - Soil layer names on the elevation view
In order to make it easier to check the types of defined soil layers, the names of the used soils have
been added in the foundation elevation view.
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o

Update of the Canadian concrete code
When selecting the Canadian code for reinforcement design CSA, design calculations are now
performed with using provisions from the latest version of the code (CSA 23.3-19).

o

Progress bar during Constructive Dispositions process
When running the generation of the constructive reinforcement (using the Constructive Dispositions
command) then a progress bar during the generating process is visible, which helps track progress for
large and complex models.

o

RC Wall - Detailed reports for US/CAN localization
Detailed calculation reports are now available for calculations in the WALL module according to the
Canadian CSA standard or the American ACI standard.

o

Improvement in the fire verification for columns
When running the fire verification according to the Eurocode, in case there are SLS FQ combinations
available, the design axial force in fire conditions (NEd,fi) is taken from the envelope of SLS FQ
combinations. In case there are no SLS FQ combinations, the design value of axial load with 0.7
reduction coefficient is used as before.

o

Improvements in automatic selection of longitudinal bars for columns
The mechanism for automatic selection of the real reinforcement on columns is now improved, and one
of changes is that the diameter of longitudinal bars is now searched starting from the smallest diameters
of the available bars, when the Impose maximum spacing option, available on the Reinforcement
assumption dialog, is disabled.
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o

Extension of the list of reinforcing bar diameters for Poland
In order to enable the calculation of the real reinforcement with the use of reinforcement diameters used
in practice on the Polish market, new diameters (18, 22, 28 and 35) have been added to the list of
reinforcement bar diameters. New diameters are available for projects having the localization set to
Poland.

o

Additional information for transverse reinforcement for columns
On the Reinforcement edit window for RC Column module, two new parameters are added to the list of
packages setting of the transverse reinforcement: Package length and Remaining distance. Both
parameters are calculated automatically and are read only and are used for help in edition/creation of
packages. The Package length shows the length of the current package, calculated as (Lsup – Linf).
The Remaining distance shows the distance to over the defined package, calculated as (Column height
– Lsup). In addition, the mechanism for recalculating the bottom offset (Linf) has been improved.
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New Options & Improvements – Steel Connection Module
The Update 1 to design modules of Advance Design 2021 brings many new options and improvements to the
Advance Design Steel Connection module. Please find below the list of main new options and improvements.

Gusset Joint – Double Angle section for diagonals
Main features & benefits:
 New configurations available with double angle section
 Available in Advance Design and Standalone
The 2021.1 update of Advance Design Steel Connection offers a new configuration for the Gusset Joint – the
double angle section for one, two or three diagonals.
For the configuration in Advance Design of the Gusset joint with double angle diagonals, several aspects must
be mentioned:





The diagonal must be an L compound section
The angles must be positioned back to back
The L sections must be identical
Sections must be selected from the available catalogs

For the standalone version of Advance Design Steel Connection, the option to create double angles for the
diagonals is available where the members are defined.
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This new option gives the possibility to have multiple configurations of the connection, each diagonal can have a
different cross-section.

Base Plate Joint on Tubular Columns - Calculation with Envelopes
Main features & benefits:
 Possibility to calculate only with the combinations that meet the predefined envelopes criteria
 Speed up the calculation time
 Compact combinations chapter (detailed report)
Starting with 2021.1 version, the Steel Connection module offers the possibility to choose if the calculation is
done using all combinations or to make envelopes using those combinations. For the moment this possibility is
available for the Tubular Base Plate connection.
The possibility to choose how to use the combinations in calculation is available in the Design Assumptions:
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This option affects the behavior during calculation process as following:
 For Combinations set on “All” the Advance Design Steel Connection is using all the combinations
generated to design the connection.
o Example: BP for a tubular column section SHS 350x9 - the calculation is done with “All” the
combinations and in the report are all listed.

For the current example, the number of combinations is 181. Therefore, half of the report is a table listing all the
combinations. Also, the calculation time is much longer due to the number of combinations.
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For Combinations set as “Envelopes” the module will calculate the connection using just some of the
combinations which are fulfilling certain criteria.
o The criteria used to select just a part of the combinations are the following:
Max(N)/ Min(N)– provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum axial force
(vertical force) from the column base.
Max(Vy)/ Min(Vy)– provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum shear force
(horizontal force) on y axis from the column base.
Max(Vz)/ Min(Vz) – provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum shear force
(horizontal force) on z axis from the column base.
Max(My)/ Min(My)– provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum bending
moment around y axis from the column base.
Max(Mz)/ Min(Mz)– provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum bending
moment about z axis from the column base.
Max(Mt)/ Min(Mt)– provides the combination that contains the maximum/minimum torsional
moment.
Max(Vy+Vz) - provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the
shear forces in both direction:√𝐕𝐲 𝟐 + 𝐕𝐳 𝟐 .
Max(My+Mz) - provides the combination that contains the maximum value for the sum of the
bending moments on both directions.

Based on these criteria, Advance Design Steel Connection module is selecting the combinations that compliant
with one or more criteria and designs the connection based on the selected combinations.
The calculation time decreases, and the report is much more compact as only the selected combinations will be
listed.
o

For example BP for a tubular column RHS 350x250x9 for which the calculation is done with
“Envelopes” of combinations.

For this example, the number of combinations is 482. Thanks to the envelopes, the calculation time is less than
30 seconds and the report does not have pages full of combination tables. Also, the generation time is
decreasing because of the applied criteria.
The table below, that is provided by the report, is listing all the combination that are fulfilling one or more criteria.
The connection is verified using these combinations.
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Note:
Starting with Advance Design 2021.1, the user has the possibility to choose what loads should be exported to
the design modules:
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Load Cases and corresponding efforts diagrams/torsors
o This option exports only the load cases with their efforts. In this case, the design module will
generate and calculate the combinations
Load Cases and corresponding efforts diagrams/torsors with the list of Combinations
o This option exports the load cases with efforts and the list of Combinations generated by
Advance Design.
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Interactive Drawings
Main features & benefits:
 Easy and full control over the content of the drawing - the ability to freely compose drawings
 Easy modification of the location of drawing components and scale for views
 Faster drawing generation
Meeting the user needs, the mechanism of creating drawings in Advance Design Steel Connection has been
completely changed, so that the user has control over the composition, and all drawing elements.
The first change can be seen when you go to the drawing window - you can see that it consists of 4 parts:
A. The tree with a list of all drawing components (sheets, views)
B. Properties of the currently selected element in the tree
C. General drawing settings
D. Interactive drawing area

Using the tree, it is very easy to manage all drawing components. Add quickly the views to a given drawing,
cross-sections along the main member. The View properties are available below and can be used to easily
modify the name, the symbol, or the scale.
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Each type of element in the tree has a different set of properties and commands available at right click.
The commands allow to add new views, print, apply a style, save the views/sheets in a DWG file.

The parameters for the drawing elements, in general, are the same as in the previous version of the
program, so earlier prepared templates can be reused (e.g. for title block or drawing templates in dwt files).
Any change made in the drawing can be saved as drawing style directly from the drawing, and can be easily
applied to the next one, using the right click menu.
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Another major change is related to the drawing area, which is now interactive. The interactivity is related to the
fact that the drawing elements can be dragged and dropped, selected, moved, scaled. This interactivity is
available on 2 levels: in the full drawing or per view.
Drag and drop – add the necessary views on your drawing sheet just by drag and drop the needed view in the
interactive area.

Select and move the views as it’s needed in order to fit in the title block. Adjust position thanks to the snap
points.
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Scale: The views can be scaled using the option in the properties section or directly in the interactive drawing
area by resizing the view or enter the value when the resize mode is active.

When double clicking on view in the sheet, the individual view is opened, giving access to the second level of
interactivity.
The second level of interactivity gives the possibility to move all the elements in the view: labels, symbols,
section title.
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Besides that, at right click is available a menu that offers the possibility to add dimensions and measure
distances. Activate the option and using the span point to define a new dimension or measure a distance. The
Ortho mode is automatically activated. It can be turned OFF by pressing Space.
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Open dialog at double click
Main features & benefits:
 Easy to access the properties of each element
 User-friendly and intuitive behavior
Intuitive and user-friendly, the new possibility to open the properties dialog of the elements is new functionality
available in 2021.1 version of Advance Design Steel Connection.

Just double click the element that should be modified, and the properties dialog of that element will open.
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More info on the Collision Dialog
Main features & benefits:
 More details about the colliding objects
 Easier to identify where the collision is located
Starting with 2021.1 version, the Collision dialog offers more details. The information about bolts is complete,
specifying the group and the location of the group.
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